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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Davenport’s

Mental Ropes
Shawn Reida, Louis Gaynor and
Stevens Magic presents one of the
rarest effects in magic.  Created
first by Al Glennan.

Known the world over and famous
for  makers of magic and
publishers since 1898!  We have
obtained, with permission,
from Ms. Betty Davenport,
London, England, to once
again, produce this famous
clever and original effect!
Mental Ropes is a very magical
rope effect that we are bringing
back from years ago!  It’s original,
self-working, clever with audience
participation and very
entertaining!

You show a brightly-colored
wooden box, in which lies five

different brightly-colored ropes.  Both ends of each rope dangle outside both sides
of the box. A magic wand (or similar such device), is placed cross-sectionally inside
the box across from the ropes. The ends of the wand are thus sticking out of the
box in full view at all times. To prevent interference, a lid is placed on top of the
box covering the ropes and wand.  An audience member is asked to simply select
one of the colored ropes of their choice. They can change their mind if so
desired as the effect plays out!

The remaining ropes that were not selected are pulled out individually.  The spectator
can ALSO choose which colored ropes to remove—and in what order—from the
box. It’s important to highlight the control the spectator has both in choosing the
colored rope they want to remain in the box, and also choosing which ropes are
removed and in what order.  When the lid
is removed, it is revealed that the spectator’s
selected rope is the ONLY one that is tied
around the magic wand that’s been there
from the very beginning!

Complete with cleverly designed box and
rope and wand.

Both Styles, Same Price!   $85

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mental-ropes-davenports/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mental-ropes-natural-wood-davenports/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Paul Fox

Cups & Balls
Beautiful cups that stand the test
of time and are still considered by
many to be the ultimate set!

As authentic as can be!  This is a
literal case study of looking back
to bring forward. The reason being
these cups were spun from
polished copper on the
ORIGINAL DANNY DEW
TOOLING made many years
back.  Thus, there are the ONLY
authentic Paul Fox Cups in the
21st Century.

We thank our partner, MJM Magic, for acquiring this fabulous set of cups. Weighted
perfectly with a great feel.  We are proud to offer these to the Magic Fraternity.
You will be glad to own this set.  Comes with their own carrying bag and
balls.

Limited Supply!    Polished Copper...$350

The Stroller
Cups & Balls

Another winner from
MJM!  At last, a set of Cups
& Balls that a strolling
magician can carry easily in
their pockets! Great for
Street Performers—easy to
carry.

A little over 2 inches high,
and the diameter is a little
over 2 inches as well.

Perfect also for restaurant or bar performances!  Certainly not bulky and comes
with bag and crochet balls.  Feeling them is to want them.  This is another
professional set of a classic effect.  Excellent for close-up routines at a moment’s
notice.

Limited Supply!    Stainless Steel...$250

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/paul-fox-brushed-copper-cups-and-balls/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/strollers-cups-miniature-stainless-steel/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
John Ramsay’s

Cylinder & Coins
Brand New

Kennedy Half  Dollar
Version

Called by many as the greatest coin
routine of all time by Victor Farelli.
Created in 1948!  We are pleased to
finally be able to offer this fine effect
to the magic fraternity!

Our partners at MJM, who have
created this fine piece of magic,
get the credit!

What impressed us so much is the following... the entire routine was psychological.
The sleights were impossible!  The moves with the corks, and stack of Kennedy
Half Dollars, are incredible!  The thumb drive video of performance by Gallo,
followed by the explanation, is truly fascinating!  I cannot say enough about this
routine and it is not hyperbole.  How John Ramsay created this in 1948 is beyond
my comprehension.

You receive the entire routine, which consists of Stack of Kennedy Half Dollars,
Leather Cup, Thumb Drive (with performance and explanation as well as original
illustrated instruction booklet). Also comes with four Kennedy Half Dollars
that are 40% silver-plated, uncirculated coins.

“For the first time in my life, I was able to see Mike Gallo perform
this full routine, and I have never seen any better in my almost 50
years of watching magic!  I have never seen a more powerful coin
routine!” — Joe Stevens

You MUST see the video performance EVEN IF you don’t buy it!  How
good is it?? It fooled Penn & Teller on TV!

Kennedy Half  Dollar Version...$85
(Also Available) Eisenhower Dollar Version...$150

(Also Available)  Morgan Dollar Version...$450

Please remember on Morgan Dollar Version,
Extra (Customer Supplied) Morgan Dollars Needed!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cylinder-coins-half-dollar-john-ramsay
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cylinder-coins-eisenhower-john-ramsay
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cylinder-coins-john-ramsey/
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Controlling The Dice!
Hydro Die

A scientific, magical miracle!  Works
by itself! Another winner from MJM!

Magician shows a wooden cover, a glass tube
with a white die on the bottom of the tube.
The glass tube is filled with water, which
causes the white die to rise to the top!
Calling attention to the number on top that
is now floating, the wooden cover is placed
over the glass tube and the lid is placed on
top of the wooden tube.

This is simple and easy—no false moves or
sleight-of-hand!  Upon removing the lid and
the wooden tube…the top number on the
white die has now changed completely!
VIOLA!  Plus a great finish!  Covering
the tube again with the lid and upon
removal…the die has now VANISHED!
The magic has happened.  (Or the die that
vanished can be found anywhere you
choose.)

$95

Larry Barnowsky’s
Sherlock’s Paradox

Two dice and a red ball are placed in
a square tube in a specific sequences,
yet when the magician lifts the tube,
the red ball magically changes
location.  The tube is just big enough
to allow the dice to slide through, so
how does the red ball end up at the
bottom or even in the middle, between
the two dice, when it is place in the
tube after the two dice?

The tube can be examined by the
spectator and no sleight-of-hand is
required.

$85

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hydro-die-exotic-cocobolo-rosewood/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sherlocks-paradox-larry-barnowsky/
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Finger

Guillotine
Don’t make the mistake of saying you
have seen this before! You haven’t!
While you may be familiar with previous
versions, this is the most professional,
top-of-the-line model we have EVER
seen.  Constructed from the finest
quality Walnut, this baby weighs more
than 2 times what the cheaper previous
models did.  It tips the scales at
approximately, 3 pounds, 5 ounces.

Additionally, the blade is far more
intimidating too. Previous models had
such wimpy looking blades. They were
nothing but a novelty, but with this unit,
your role as executioner exceptional will
NOT be doubted!  The blade is

constructed of heavy-duty metal.  Not only is it cosmetically superior, it is also
superbly gimmicked.  Bottom line, it’s the best you can get inside and out. And
there is NO chance of the blade ever coming
into contact.

This is the perfect “must have” accessory for
any magic room—or for your office.  Nothing
garners attention more than a guillotine.  Add a
sense of power and domineering to your room
or office, and a lot laughs and fun.

Safety is 100%.  There is NO way you could
harm either yourself or the spectator.  Works
on a fantastic and consistent methodology.  This
is a piece you will want to show off!  The first
unit went to Joe’s office! Trust me, at this point
in Joe’s career, something must be special to
make that cut.

Specifications:  Height (bottom to top) is 21
inches.  Width at the center of the guillotine is
approximately 6 inches.  Bottom base is 10 x 5
x .75 inches.  Top base is 7.5 x 1.5 x 1 inches.

$195

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/finger-guillotine-walnut/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Shigeo Takagi’s

One Cup Routine
We are pleased to offer the fine quality routine
of Shigeo Takagi’s One Cup Routine!

Imagine IF you can, performing a one cup
routine!  Now, you can with the perfect cup
made famous by the brilliant mind of Shigeo!

The cups are hand-turned by Frederick
at Airship Magic out of Cuban Mahogany
hardwoods. Then they are hand sanded and
polished.  The inside chamber will hold up to a

2-inch ball or object.  The overall height and
diameter of the cup, when assembled is 3.25 x
2.75 inches.

The set includes: 1 hand-turned cup, 2 red crochet
balls, 1 set of 2-inch sponge balls and the Original
Takagi Routine—includes the fabulous finish with
the production of a larger ball.

We also have an optional nongimmicked cup!

Cup Is Completely Solid!  $125
Nongimmicked Cup...$100

SKS Silks
2 Sizes!

The finest ever 100% pure, high-grade silks
for professional magicians! Available in 12
inch and 15 inch, in a six popular
colors—black, blue, yellow red, white
and purple!

These silks are NOT made anymore!  SKS
Silks are and have been the best ever for
magicians.

These are a pleasure to hold and you can feel the quality—they’ll last forever!
Limited inventory so when they are gone... there will be no more!

12-inch Silks...$8
15-inch Silks...$11

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shigeo-takagi-single-cup-non-gimmicked/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shigeo-takagi-single-cup-ball-ensemble/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shigeo-takagi-single-cup-non-gimmicked/
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Simple, Yet Effective!
Tumi Magic Presents...

Twist Flavor
So magical it looks like a camera trick—but it’s
real! Twister Flavor creates a fun and exciting
transformation for your spectators. Surprise them
when they see your gum and magically BOOM!!!
It’s become another brand of gum and flavor. An
impressive, visual moment that happens in a
BLINK—the method is very easy. The gimmick is
of excellent quality. We also explain how to repair
it if it gets damaged.

Three incredible effects that will surprise your entire
audience. Includes gimmick ready to use plus
explanatory video. All this in an elegant box
where you can store your Twister Flavor for
added protection. Twister Flavor can be used by
everyone, from an amateur to a professional. The
magic angle is 270 degrees!

 $34
Tejinaya Presents...

Jumbo Princess Card
Unquestionably one of the most popular
effects in magic! The jumbo effect allows
for MUCH greater visibility.  This model
brings it all the way home.

Performer displays five cards to your
spectator—(they are all court cards, Kings,
Queens and Jacks) and asks the spectator
to mentally select only one card and lock it
in their memory.  The magician can even ask the spectator if they wish to change
their mind.  But once the spectator chooses their card, they must remember it.

The mentalist announces he thinks he can determine the spectator’s freely selected
card.  The mentalist removes one card from the group and places it face down so
the spectator cannot see it. Next, mentalist fans out the remaining cards, and sure
enough, the one card the spectator thought of is gone! That is a feat in itself,
but now the mentalist is going to actually vanish the spectator’s chosen
card completely.  He picks up the card he removed and blows on its face—the
audience and spectator still cannot see the front of the card.  The mentalist then
states, “do you know why you didn’t see your card when I fanned them?”  He, for
the first time, shows the card that was removed earlier—it is now totally blank!
Their thought-of card has truly disappeared!  Comes complete with cards and online
instructions.

 $20

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tumi-magic-presents-twister-flavor-trident/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jumbo-princess-card-by-tejinaya/
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Incredible & Ingenious
Tobias Dostal’s

Silhouette
Light and shadow, one cannot exist
without the other. Light brings
knowledge, darkness brings mystery,
but true magic exists inbetween.
Silhouette is unlike anything you’ve
witnessed before. With a simple
shadow, Tobias Dostal creates a
moment so pure, so impossible, and
so visceral that it could start a
religion. Simply put, Silhouette
gives you the uncanny ability to
manipulate and interact with
shadows.

With Silhouette, you have ultimate
control over the realm of shadows.
You can take a shadow and pluck it
into reality. You can freeze your
shadow in time. You can form
shadows from things that don’t exist.
You can steal your spectator’s
shadow. You can even create a

misbehaving shadow that snatches objects from your very hands (sometimes it’ll
even tickle you). Your shadows can be lighthearted, downright mischievous, or
simply unexplainable—you decide.

What you receive:
• The ability to create and manipulate 12 unique shadows.
• Nearly an hour’s worth of in-depth explanation from Tobias Dostal.
• 12 routines and ideas included to get you started, but the possibilities are limitless

once you see the gimmick!
• Any smart phone can be used as a light source.
• Can be done with a borrowed phone.
• Phone is never rigged.
• Resets instantly.
• Packs small plays big.
• Stealthy and quiet.
• Perfect for magicians, mentalists, and even mediums.
• Shadows are compatible with all countries worldwide.
• Shadows can be yours or even borrowed.

This is more than just an illusion, this is a new genre of magic. This is Silhouette.

 Gimmicks & Online Instructions...$75

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silhouette-gimmicks-and-online-instructions-by-tobias-dostal/
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Absolutely Fascinating
Jason Knowles’s

Flat Pack
Imagine showing your spectators a neatly
folded tuck case pulled from your wallet.
With one move, the folded case expands
from a crimped piece of cardboard to a fully
functional box of playing cards. What’s even
more impossible to comprehend is that all
52 playing cards are kept flawlessly inside!

Flat Pack turns the ordinary action of pulling out and putting away a deck of cards
into an impossible moment. Clearly the box is folded into quarters. Clearly it couldn’t
possibly fit a full deck of cards. And yet clearly it somehow does exactly that!  Finally,
when you’ve wow’d them with enough overly ambitious or extraordinarily triumphant
enough card magic, you simply take your cards, place them back in the tuck, fold it
back up into your wallet, and wait as your audience gasps and stares at your final
miracle. It’s impossible for them to understand how those cards fit in that folded
case. It’s even more impossible for them to forget that moment of magic that
you’ve just created.  Resets in seconds.  Ultimate packs flat plays big!

What you receive in your box of Flat Pack:  Fully made gimmick ready for you
to use out of the box.   An hour of expert instruction taught by Jason Knowles.

 Gimmicks & Online Instructions...$35

Mental Logs Improved
Performer displays four rods with different numbers
on all sides. Spectator is invited to toss the rods and
assemble them, and total the numbers on a calculator.
The performer calls out the total of the numbers even
before the spectator has managed to enter a single
number on the calculator.  Can be repeated as often
as you like, with a different result, because
mathematically there are 6,144 different totals
possible. The effect can also be performed with 1,2,3
or all four rods, and there are literally several thousands of different totals.

With this new improved version you can perform this as a feat of clairvoyance, by
predicting the totals even before the numbers are totaled, or seen by you or the
spectator. For this sort of presentation the spectator throws the four logs, and
assembles them together. You immediately write the total down on a piece of paper.
The spectator is now invited to turn all the logs over, and total the numbers on the
opposite side, and being viewed for the first time.  Once the spectator totals them,
he is a amazed to see your prediction matches it!

Sturdy rods feature engraved numbers (will never wear off), on anodized metal
rods in bright red color.

 $13

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/flat-pack-gimmick-and-online-instructions-by-jason-knowles/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mental-logs-improved-pocket-size/
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Only The Best & Unique
Paul Harris Present...

Deep Clear
Spectator’s favorite word is removed from the clear
wallet!  A window-ID-wallet VISIBLY holding a small
packet of cards is placed on the table. Anyone FREELY
calls out a short, favorite word or name. Let’s say it’s
ZING. She uses her magic word ZING for a fast, fun
Card Mystery. But that’s just the Deep Clear warm
up…

Your empty hands pick up the clear wallet and slowly
slide out the cards that have never left her sight! Drawn on
each card is a single large bold letter. The letters spell out a
single word… Z.I.N.G. Her favorite word has been inside
your clear wallet the ENTIRE TIME! Paul Harris’ Deep
Clear is the culmination of over 20 years of experience
with his original Deep Astonishment concept.

Deep Clear has a dramatic new gimmick and new
structure. Everything about Deep Clear is faster… Easier…
more convenient… and more open (your spectator can even

shuffle her cards). Deep Clear is an authentic PH masterpiece exquisitely designed
to be your transcendent last-gasp show stopper.

 $40

The Witch’s Nail
Band-Writer

The Witch’s Nail is the first double tipped, two-
color adjustable band writer ever made! Constructed
of high strength stainless steel and hand painted in
three different skin tones! Flexible to fit all thumb sizes
with easy to replace custom sized leads. Oh, and DID
WE MENTION—it’s MAGNETIC too! The Witch’s
Nail allows for all traditional thumb writer effects plus
a whole new world of opportunities. This angled
second writing tip will allow you to have a second colored writing tool at the ready.

Comes with an incredible 28-page PDF download that features seven detailed routines
chock full of illustrations, visual aides, diagrams, images and more.  This PDF alone
has tremendous value in teaching powerful presentations using these powerful tools!

Possible Routine Ideas include: Add-a-numbers, confabulations, general
predictions, drawing duplications & more! The purchase of The Witch’s Nail
comes with a private Facebook group already filled with professionals sharing ideas!

 $37.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/paul-harris-presents-deep-clear/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-witches-nail-band-writer/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
ProLine Magic Presents...

Magic Pro Hoop
Levitation Hoop

From the masters workshop at Proline Magic—
the makers of some of the most sought after effects
in magic—now comes Magic Pro Hoop. While
ad copy and images alone won’t do it justice, we
will do our best but you really need to see it to fully
appreciate the quality.

Truthfully it could sell for a lot more and
people have paid a lot more for similar items that were nowhere near
this quality.

This gleaming polished aluminum hoop is lightweight and is easy to handle and
use.  This hoop looks solid and can be opened with one hand. It may also be spun
around on one hand in the “open” position without revealing the gaff.  Simple to
close and will stay closed. Very secure locking mechanism. Not too big and not too
small. (28 inches in diameter), 3/4-inch aluminum tubing.   The other measurement
you will want to know is its mini 2 1/4-inch gap.  Can be used for any stage or
platform levitation effect.

Only 4 Left!!          $495
Rocky Clements’
Final Answer

Imagine a prediction board you can count
on, allowing you to concentrate solely on
the presentation and allowing the product
to work the magic for you!

It goes like this…The audience is asked
to develop a story with the details
recorded on a single chalkboard, in
colored chalk by the magician.
Immediately after, the magician opens the upper door to reveal that his prediction,
written in white chalk, matches perfectly with the spectators’ freely chosen words.
This is an entirely unique principle that eliminates the drawbacks of every of prop
of this nature.

No Force. No Double Writing. No Assistants. No Electronics. No “one ahead.”
No “loading” the prediction from tables or envelopes, etc. Just write the spectator’s
answers and the magic is done! The most direct and straightforward principle
possible. There is NO other effect in the world that can meet these standards!
Parlor Dimensions 18 inches tall by 12 inches wide by 1/5-inch thick.

Stage size also available, 20 x 30 inches (please allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery).

Stage Size...$850       Parlor Size...$395

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/pro-hoop-proline/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/final-answer-rocky-clements-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/final-answer-parlor-rocky-clements/
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Getting Their Attention!
Michael Trixx’s

Go Fishing
Gimmick & Online 

Instructions
Michael Trixx removes the dangers of the 
old-fashioned razor blades and applies a 
contemporary application!  In doing so, 
he takes what was once a simple novelty 
effect and turns it into a routine with a 
comedy infusion.  And Michael also tips 
his NEVER FORGET Finale.

The performer pulls a small package of edible goldfish crackers and throws them
up in the air catching them in his mouth, one after the other… This is repeated
several times and the performer is seen to be actually be chewing the cracker
goldfish!  After such a snack fest he feels obliged to clean his teeth with dental
floss, but accidently swallows the dental floss!  Now is the time for REAL fishing.
The performer reaches into his mouth and slowly finds the end of the dental floss
and, as he continues to pull it out of his mouth, magically the cracker goldfish are
now attached to the dental flash!

A comedy magic miracle for sure—but then the performer (optional ending by the
way), gestures that something is not right.   He shakes his head and picks up a
glass of water as if he is going to take a sip, but INSTEAD a live goldfish pops out
of his mouth into the glass!  Yes, this is the NEVER FORGET finale!

$45
Georges Proust’s

Paper To Bill
A sample routine would be to walk up to a person
and state that you found this piece of paper on the
floor next to them. You ask if it belonged to them
and naturally, they say “no”.  You reply, “Would
you mind then if I kept it?”  And again, the answer
is “no”.  You take the blank piece of paper (which
you show on both sides), and magically the blank
paper turns into a dollar bill.  You will always get a
great reaction when you perform this.

A classic in magic that has been crafted
meticulously.  The quality of the piece in terms of
construction and consistency sets a standard. You’ll
wish everything you ever received would be so well
put together.  Constructed of heavy-duty materials
so you can perform it many times.  Well worth the money.

 $15

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/go-fishing-combo-physical-and-download-product-michael-trixx-plus-free-bonus-magic-master-summit-lecture-by-michael-trixx-david-davinci
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/paper-to-bill-georges-proust-academie-de-magie
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Eli Dice Box
The handsome Eli Dice Box
reproduction, is turned from hardwood
and allows the magician to control the
roll of three fair dice.  No matter how
vigorously the box is shaken.  No skill
is required.

The box is three inches in
diameter with three dice and
instructions.  Turned by MJM Magic.
This is a reproduction of a Thayer classic.  The original box was turned at 2.5
inches, we increased it to three inches so it would not be confused with the original.
We used only the finest woods we could find—various exotic hardwoods such
African Mahogany, Black Walnut and Burl Woods are used.  Specialty woods are
available upon request.

This does not work like the Sure Shot Dice Box, which has been confused
in the past for this price.

$99.50

Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Mitch Schneiter's

Olive Vase
Ensemble

A fun bar game played to win
FREE drinks!  This effect evolved
from Mike Gallo’s routine and has
the touches of skill and
entertainment.  It’s entirely
different from other such effects!

The bottles are hand-turned on a lathe from Hard Maple
and hand-polished to a smooth glass finish!  Each bottle
stands approximately 4.5-inches and includes Mitch’s
personal routine—walking you through beginning to end.

Each set contains one hand-turned bottle, two
red balls representing cherries, one small olive
turned ball and one large olive ball as the kicker
as well as an authentic Crown Royale Bag!

Professional magic that we are proud to present to our
magic customers!  (Be careful as you could win
more drinks than you should!)

$85

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/olive-vase-ensemble-mitch-schneiter/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/eli-dice-box
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Gimpy Presents...
Improved Lighter
Light Heavy Box

It is a Light Heavy Box that provides a double
deception with a KILLER ending! How could an
ordinary cardboard box—a cardboard box you
could normally pick up with one finger—be
impossible for the spectator to lift? After all, it’s
only a cardboard box! This newest evolution from
GIMPY also comes with an extremely powerful
finale never before possible. For the first time, you
can actually tip the bottom of the box towards the

audience! Yes, all sides of the box can be viewed.  One deception is the use of a
common everyday item that can typically be found in any house, building, or street
corner. Another deception is in how light this common item normally is.  It looks,
feels, and smells like a normal cardboard box—the sides even bend in response to the
spectator’s hands—but it is definitely NOT normal! Even though it looks like a cardboard
box, it has the meticulous detail to construction and the smooth, silent operating
gimmick that Gimpy’s Light Heavy Chests are known for, plus YOU CAN SHOW
THE INSIDE OF THE BOX! NOW YOU CAN EVEN SHOW THE BOTTOM
OF THE BOX AFTER THE ROUTINE!  Box size is approximately 9 x 9 x 9
inches and includes instructions with a hilarious original routine.

Non-Discountable Product:  This product is not eligible for any discounts, nor can
its value be applied toward any accumulative minimum order to qualify for a coupon.

$295
Performance

Pad
Reserved for the classiest of
performers—it’s much more
than just a close-up pad. It’s a
close-up “Stage!” One thing
people love is the fact that this
pad features a larger
performing area than a normal
pad—it’s 22 x 15 inches
and the level top stands 1
inch tall. Included is a stiff, hard bottom, which features five non-slip pads. It weighs
in at just a tad over 4 pounds, so it’s sturdy and solid.  The performing surface is
neatly covered in exceptionally unique, super soft plush velvet. Pad features rounded
corners and is constructed of the finest quality materials and could easily last for the
remainder of your performing career.  A true, quality item from David Martinez.
Comes in a variety of colors:  Black, Green, Dark Blue & Maroon.

From $135 

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Voitko Exclusives!

Multi Color Tie
The perfect accessory for the i-Lite Cup!
Nothing catches attention more than light.  With
the Multi Color Tie, you have a very unique
prop that could be an essential ingredient into
creating your own routine. Either on its own or
used in conjunction with i-Lite Cup! You control
the beginning of each action and you can start
at the time of your show, when you need it. In
the final of the standard i-Lite Cup routine, after
you have drunk a colorful cocktail, you have multicolored lights flashing in your mouth.
Previously, it was the end of the performance.

Now there are new opportunities to finish your performance using this device. It is
exceptionally magnificent, memorable, and in the finale, the Multi TIE flashes in
multicolored lights. And you control everything with ONE button only. Charges either
from a computer or from a phone charger.

This set includes:  1 x Multi TIE and 1 x USB charger.
$170

WOW Ink
With WOW Ink you will have at your
disposal an unbelievable plethora of
visual effects! The demo video does
an excellent job at illustrating some of
these mind-bending miracles.
Seasoned performers understand the
exponential value of props that are
easy to carry. The WOW Ink is one

of those unique props! Easy to carry, always at your disposal.

Below we have listed some of the basic fundamentals of the art of magic, all of
which you can achieve with this custom unique prop:
• Appearance—You can make appear any small object, just by drawing it on your

hand, or even better on a spectator.
• Vanish—Erase ink from any surface - anywhere! On paper, on skin, practically

any surface!
• Transport—Transport the ink from the pen, or morph it into something entirely

different!
• Mentalism—Predictions come to fruition, visually and instantaneously.
• Balance—Impossibly balance the pen right on your fingertip.
• Card Revelation—This pen will also include a card prediction adding to its value.

Bonus:  Balancing the pen on a spectator’s phone.  Telekinesis effects with your
phone and so much more!  Each set includes two special pens and one repair kit.

$30

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Voitko Exclusive!
Appearing

Snowstorm Fan
A signature effect in Viktor’s stage
show for a good reason.  As an
artist who trained for years in the
circus, Viktor understands the
importance of a powerful visual
effect, and his Appearing
Snowstorm Fan is exactly that.
Viktor has improved this classic,
so it now features two effects, not

just one.  (We highly encourage you to view the performance video on our website
to see the power of this effect in action.)

Two killer effects in a row!  First a BIG fan magically appears from thin air. Second,
a HUGE confetti snowstorm out of nowhere!  The visual impact is extraordinary
when the snowstorm propels high into the air, easily seen by all—even in largest
theaters. Nothing evokes emotion in the audience’s hearts more than the
appearance of snow. Kevin James has proven this time and time again with his
act.  The goal of any good entertainer is to connect with their audience emotionally.
These products will make that happen.

Important Points About Version 2.0 - Appearing Snow Storm Fan...
You do “not” have to conceal or carry any extra confetti load from your hands!
Everything is self-contained.  All you have to execute is the simple act of making
the fan appear—afterward everything flows until the emotional ending climax.

Version 2.0 also has a new effect (previously not featured in the original).  You
take three napkins, squeeze them, then upon the appearance of the fan your
napkins turn into multicolored confetti. In the beginning, the confetti appears and
is clearly only one color, then magically and visually it changes into another color!
And for a third and final time, it changes once again into yet another different
colored confetti!  For seasonal shows, you can use two napkins, red and green (for
Christmas for example), or other colors for other occasions and/or different holidays.
This adds a very specific and personalized theme to a special performance.

Contents:   Special handmade, strong fan with
special gimmick for snowstorming.   Gimmick for
appearance of the Snowstorming Fan. Pack of
confetti.  Teaching video instruction (available
via access to a website).

Snowstorming Fans comes in various colors such
as Gold, Silver, Red, Blue. Please note that if
you must have specific color, it could delay fulfillment
based on what is currently in stock at Stevens Magic.

$135

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Voitko Exclusive!

Deluxe Flying Rings
This is for professional performers who are serious about the art of magic. Viktor
Voitko reveals the secrets of his prize-winning FISM act. While different variations
have been sold in the past, this complete deluxe set is without question the way to
proceed.

This set is made from polished aluminum. These rings really look and sound like
stainless-steel rings. The rings’ diameter is 34cm (13.4 inches). One Special Key
Ring is an original Viktor Voitko idea for quick opening and closing with one hand
and immediate showing of the connected rings.  One ring is gimmicked for the
soaring. The third ring is un-gimmicked.

Viktor reveals the secrets of his acts, explains the correct methods of the work,
shows many combinations with one ring, with two rings and with three rings. Also
explained is the correct way of setting the light and selecting background for invisible
thread.

• No special background needed. • No stage hookups needed. • No assistants
needed… only you and your imagination.

At the beginning of this downloadable video, you see full video work with rings of
Voitko in Switzerland.

The Deluxe Flying Linking Rings Set includes:
Three special rings made from polished aluminum and covered with acrylic lacquer
Download—INSTRUCTION
Special Bag (for rings)
Special Gimmick
Download Light for Invisible Thread video (second edition)

$450

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We’re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Minimum Ship Charges:

$ 0.00 to  $  25.00 ....................... $5.00
$ 25.01 to $  50.00 ....................... $8.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $13.00

Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00

Important Note: The above charges will apply on
the majority of orders. SME reserves the right to
choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the phrase
“minimum ship charge” is included in the above tiers.

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone—Day (_____) ________________

E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

PAYMENT METHOD:

  MasterCard     Visa        Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________
Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Qty TotalItem PriceDescription

Total

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Steve Fearson Presents...
Sugar Bunny

You take an ordinary packet of sugar and empty
the contents into your hand, forming it into a fist.

You proceed to squeeze the sugar and mumble a
few choice magic words before telling your audience
to ready their cameras for a once in a lifetime photo
opportunity. Slowly, your hand is opened to reveal…
a bunny! You have somehow formed the sugar into
the unmistakable shape of a tiny rabbit, with a mind-
boggling amount of detail! Just as quickly as it
appeared the bunny vanishes, leaving you with
empty hands. You gesture towards the empty sugar
packet on the table, telling a spectator to check
and see if the bunny jumped back into the packet.
The packet is found not only to be full… but sealed!

This is an illusion that you’ll find yourself performing every chance you get.

Each bunny is crafted from a lightweight, durable polymer and the detail is incredible,
it absolutely looks like it’s been formed from sugar even close up.

This new package with included prop completes the evolution of the
effect, making it practical and portable. It’s the ultimate table-hopper!.

$19.50
Pierced

Pierced is shock magic at its finest.  A stick pin is
displayed. The pin is about 2-inches long and is a
common type of pin used in sewing. You offer to
demonstrate the newest trend in piercings, as you
position the tip of the pin against your hand. The
pin is then clearly and fairly pushed directly into the
back of your hand. Your spectator can see the pin
going deeper and deeper into the flesh.

You ask the spectator if they can see the pin exit
the other side and they respond with a bewildered,
“Yes!” They see that the pin has completely
penetrated the hand from the back to the front! Now
you ask your most daring spectator to grip the pin
with you and hold it steady. They do, and when
they’re least expecting it, you suddenly YANK the pin out of your hand!

THEY SEE IT!  THEY FEEL IT!  THEY FEAR IT!

The illusion is shockingly perfect, and perfectly shocking.  You receive the special
gimmick and everything you need to perform.

$19.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Adults Only! Back In-Stock!
Flash Bills

We have not seen such a realistic looking flash
bill ever. You can use these flash bills close-up
with confidence!

Available in these denom-
inations:  $1.00, $5.00,
$10.00, $20.00, $50.00
or $100.00 (10 bills per
pack).

$10

NOW AVAILABLE IN
CANADIAN BILLS!
Available in these denominations:  $20.00 &
$50.00 (10 bills per pack).

$10

Flash Playing Cards
Brilliant and vivid—colors so strong
you honestly wouldn’t be able to tell
they are not the real card stock.

You get a total of 10 sheets per
package—each package contains 5
pieces of each of the two cards.
Available in 3 Combo Packs...

Combo 1 (5 King of Diamonds/5 Ace of Spades)  $10
Combo 2 (5 King of  Diamonds/5 Queen of  Hearts)  $10

Combo 3 (5 King of Diamonds/5 Queen of Spades)  $10

Additional Flash Items Available:
          Flash Cord...$10         Flash Paper...$10

Flash Cotton...$16      Flash Pads...$5.50

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Gambler’s Breather Deck

2 Versions: Marked & Regular
Imagine—A deck of cards that will make anyone look
like an actual seasoned card veteran. This incredible
deck held secret by professional gamblers for so long
is now available to you.  NOW it is also available in a
gamblers marked DECK!

“The Professor” Dai Vernon, knew about this deck
and even wrote about it in the Vernon Chronicles. Crafted by Jiro, exclusively
for Stevens Magic Emporium, this deck is a fully gaffed one-way card design that
allows you to locate a spectator’s cards in several different ways. Unlike a stripper
deck, you can locate the cards through the most subtle of ways in card magic, a cut of
the deck. This deck creates a break under the selected card, yes you read that
correctly—this deck does the work for you.  But with this special version, you have
the ability to also know what card is cut to!  This deck does double-duty. (See website
for more details on both these decks!)

Marked Deck Version—Only the Performer can spot the markings on the backs
of the cards.  Now you have a COMBO Marked Deck + Precision Breather.  Jiro
combined two stand-alone incredible card methods:  The little known Breather
Deck plus the Gambler’s Marked Deck into ONE DECK.  The Gambler’s Marked
Breather deck is available ONLY in red back.

Regular Deck (Available In Both Red & Blue Backed)...$22
Marked Deck (Available In Red Back Only)...$29.50

Stevens Magic Presents...
Belly Stripper Deck

Unlike previous Belly Strippers, this custom version
allows you to shuffle in any fashion—even FARO
shuffles.  After shuffling, you spread the deck face-up
proving the cards are thoroughly mixed. Upon squaring up
the deck, you’re able to immediately strip out the cards and
replace them on the top or the bottom of the deck. What
happens next is uncanny—upon ribbon-spreading the deck,
you have magically separated all the black and red cards.
In one strip, despite several shuffles, you can separate all
the cards! The above is just an illustration of the mechanics of the deck.
There are several mind-numbing effects one can perform with this custom Belly
Stripper Deck. Steve provides you with some of his favorites in the instructional
video tutorial.  This is the best deck to use for Paul Curry’s—Out Of This World. All
cards are meticulously hand cut by Steven Perry.  Compared to other Belly Stripper
options on the market, the price is exceptionally fair and the quality is steadfast.
Available in Red or Blue Bicycle Back.

 $27

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!

Juan Mayoral’s
Volcanic Match

Imagine lighting a match and having a huge
burst of flames leap out!  Startling.  Visual.
Yet completely safe.  No electronics.  No
flammable fluids.  No flash paper.  Instantly
repeatable.  A real attention grabber!
Comes complete!

“This is the finest gimmick I’ve seen
for throwing flames using lycopodium
powder!”  --Joe Stevens

Extra Lycopodium Powder...$20       $60

Buma’s
Triple Haunted Skeleton Key

A Skeleton Key unlike any other comes to life in the spectator’s
hand!  Its movement is under your complete control!  Not only will
its motion announce its coming to life, you can have it answer
questions like a rapping board, lean it against a glass for a telekinetic
timber effect, choreograph its movement for your own personal
customized routine, etc.

You may also perform the classic haunted key where the Skeleton
Key eerily turns itself in the palm of your hand—simply master the
balance point of the Skeleton Key. And yet, at no time before,
during or after the performance, is there ever any physical
connection between the Skeleton key and you the performer.
Totally examinable at all times.  Impromptu, no set up, always ready
for performance.

Why Triple?  (1) Buma’s stunning hand-sculptured anatomical 3D
Skeleton Key for the classic Haunted Key effect.  (2) Buma’s original hand sculptured
anatomical Skeleton Key is secretly gaffed, that’s right. Covertly embedded in the
Skeleton’s head is a neodymium magnet, specially chosen for its properties that
allow it to be responsive to steel and magnets.  (3) The Buma gimmick, a hand cast
pair of connected false fingers that contains six powerful individually embedded
neodymium magnets, three embedded in each finger, allowing for your complete
covert customized control over the Skeleton Key.

The Buma gimmick will prove to be an outstanding stand-alone
prop in your arsenal of covert magic effects.  Allow it to work for
you by bringing it into play in your routined presentations that
call for shim coins, PK effects, shim cards, etc., anywhere you
need covert movement and control of a magnetic reactive item.

$150

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Cagliostro’s Key

aka Spirit Key
Once performed and handed to the spectator, it may
be closely and fully inspected. There is absolutely
nothing to find, no seam, no pinholes, no weld joints,
nothing! The key is perfectly balanced for the
Haunted Key to move forward as well as backward
and is gaffed for the “twisting” effect. This will badly
fool those “in the know”.  Great close-up effect!
Carry in your pocket—ready to perform at a
moment’s notice.  Excellent craftsmanship.
Made in Europe, quality magic.

The key is 4.5 inches (116 mm) and the bow is 1
1/8 inches wide. And weighs 1.3 ounces. It comes
in a beautiful red velvet jewelry box with the proper
“resetting tool”.

The routine is amazing. The performer first causes the key to turn over in their 
hand during their favorite routine. (With practice you may even cause the key to 
turn over in the spectator’s hand!)  This is where the similarity ends. At this point 
the artist asks the spectator to rub the perfectly aligned key on the barrel and slowly 
the bit twists 90 degrees from the bow. Immediately the key is handed out and 
spectator absolutely can find nothing out of the ordinary, except a sold, twisted key!

ONLY ONE per customer/order!  NOT Eligible For Coupon!    $375

Pee Wand
aka Wee Wee Wand

The kids will love this!  Lots of laughter!

A high-quality magic wand. This clever little wand
squirts a heavy stream of water 20 plus feet at
your command.  You’ve never seen one of these!

Easy to operate and very easy to fill.  Holds an
impressive amount of water as well.  The classic
clown gag, now in a FAKE magic wand.  Give it
a squeeze and watch the water shoot out!

Looks like a regular magic wand... but it’s not!  It’s
a mini squirt gun.

A squirting magic wand? Your victim..er.. spectator
will never see it coming! But all the kids will want
you to squirt them.  Fun and hilarious magic.

 $35

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Merlin’s Magic Elixir
The performer removes 10 marbled blocks of
wood from a beautifully decorated hardwood box.
The pieces form a rectangle around which a white
frame fits exactly. As he puts the puzzle together,
he tells how he was sold the puzzle plus some
very expensive magic elixir, which was supposed

to be necessary for solving the puzzle.  He
solved it without taking the elixir—only to be

told that he was missing a piece!  He added
the piece and still solved the puzzle without
the elixir!  But, there was yet another
extra piece.  So, he took that piece and,
once again, solved the puzzle without the

elixir.  So, why did he need the magic elixir?
He has added two pieces to the puzzle—and it is still

exactly the same size!  The rectangular frame still fits around
the puzzle!  How in the world is this possible?  In order to find out, you will
probably need to take a couple drinks of that magical elixir!  More than a puzzle,
it’s a magical effect as well!

Here’s what you get:  The beautiful wooden drawer box (non-gimmicked), the
puzzle, a white cardboard frame and exceptionally detailed instructions with frame-
by-frame illustrations and highly entertaining story.  Translations by Bill Palmer.

 Regular Size...$125

Solve the puzzle.
EASY!

Add a piece &
 solve the puzzle!

HOW CAN THAT BE?

Add another piece &
solve the puzzle

again!!
HAND ME THAT

BOTTLE OF ELIXIR!

Professional Props

Tango Ultimate Reel
Throughout the years, top quality reels have
been expensive and difficult, if not impossible,
to obtain.  The Tango Ultimate Reel
(T.U.R.), designed for working professionals,
is high quality, affordable, dependable and
designed for quick and easy adjustment or
replacement of the thread.  Never again will
you have to get rid of your reel because the
thread was cut and it will take only minutes to
be fixed.  T.U.R. was conceived as a reel to be
used for many years.

The T.U.R. comes with a DVD that explains how to quickly and
easily take apart the reel to replace the thread as well as instructions
for visual and very commercial routines that you can perform in
close-up, parlor and stage magic.  If you are looking for a precision
tooled, dependable yet affordable reel, you want the T.U.R.

        Available Again!  $125

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Buma’s

Visual Melt Thru
aka VMT

A Bill (currency) is borrowed by the
performer, (any currency can be used).
It is then shown on both sides,
displaying the bill horizontally for all to
see. The per former proceeds to
VISIBLY push their extended index and

middle fingers right THRU THE BILL, resulting in the performer’s fingers visually
PENETRATING the bill, in one side and out the other side of the borrowed bill!

The performer proceeds to hold the bill vertically with their fingers still visually
PENETRATING thru the bill, when slowly the performer’s fingers are seen to
visually start to PENETRATE DOWNWARD thru the entire length of the bill. The
performer’s fingers are seen to continue to PENETRATE downward thru the bill
until they have PENETRATED completely through the length of the bill.

The performer now places the edge of the vertically held bill alongside their extended
index and middle fingers when suddenly the bill is seen to visually PENETRATE
SIDEWAYS thru the performer’s extended index finger and right out thru the
middle finger as well. The bill is then immediately shown front and back and returned
to its owner.

Performance Benefits:  WORKS WITH ANY CURRENCY!!  Comes with
sequential photo, step-by-step instructions.  An additional Teach-In Video is also
available.

A Winner From Blackpool!          $65
Buma’s

Clever Keys
Mentalist divines four spectators’ chosen
keys—which are freely selected!  (See
website for detailed explanation!)

Features a CLEAR key case and 4 ungaffed
keys. Involves audience participation, sized
to carry in your pocket yet routined for stand-up performances as well as close-up,
table magic.  Keys, band and clear case do the REAL work for you! Nothing added
or taken away, all is simple and examinable! No forcing or fishing for info— can
perform it blindfolded! No magnets, electronics, sleights or mechanics, simple to
perform, nothing gaffed or gimmicked! Totally Impromptu, no prep, perform
anytime, anywhere even surrounded, fits in your pocket!

$47.50
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Buma’s

Glass-Sation
The performer borrows a clear liquid- filled glass from
an audience member.  This is then placed upon the
performer’s open palm left hand. The performer then
places their right hand’s index finger tip several inches
into the center and just above the liquid in the glass.

The performer now slightly twitches their right hand’s
index finger tip within the center of the liquid-filled
glass. Immediately, the performer is seen to remove
their supporting left hand completely from under the
liquid-filled glass, which is seen to be remaining
completely “SUSPENDED IN MID-AIR” – liquid-filled
glass and all!  The performer can freely move their
left hand all around, over and under the now suspended

liquid-filled glass to demonstrate that there’s no connection between the performer
and the glass “SUSPENDED IN MID-AIR”.  The performer is then seen to move
their right hand upward. The liquid-filled glass now levitates upward.  It then descends
back down to the performer’s palm, and it is then immediately handed back to the
spectator.

Complete with Buma’s photo instructions.
 $47.50

Buma’s
FingerTration

The performer borrows a paper bill currency from any
spectator and displays both sides of the bill.  The
performer then folds the bill in half lengthwise, held
horizontally in the performer’s left hand with the now
folded over section of the bill facing downward.  The
performer then points upward into the fold from
underneath the bill with the index finger of their right
hand, directly at the center of the bill’s open “middle”.

The performer now partially inserts their right hand index
finger into the bottom of the bill’s open center when
suddenly they thrust their index finger right through the
center of the bill—“in one side and out the other”—the performer’s index finger is
now actually seen to be emerging from atop the other side of the bill, its “outside”
surface.  The performer is now seen to visibly slide their penetrating index finger
vertically up or down, right through the center of the bill when suddenly they are
seen to pull their finger completely out of the bill.

Performance Benefits: Always ready to perform.  Easy to master.  Can be
instantly repeated. Totally Impromptu! Can be performed seated or standing.

$25

You Hear The
Bill Being

Penetrated!

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!

Buma’s
Air Levitation

Please note each and every one of these is hand-
assembled by Buma. This is not something that is
produced in any quantity or imported. When
watching the video demo—focus on when the non-
levitating bill is passed completely under the
levitating bill—in a side-to-side motion! That’s what
makes this very special!

What the audience sees:  Two unprepared bills
are borrowed form a spectator. One of the bills is
laid on the magician’s palm. At the magician’s
command, the bill slowly and mysteriously rises
above the performer’s open outstretched hand.
The second borrowed bill is now passed from left
to right completely under the levitating bill, allowing
for the second borrowed bill to be seen to
completely pass under the levitating bill, from its far left side all the way to its right
side with no visible support of the levitating bill! The second borrowed bill may also
be slid completely under the levitating bill, “front to back” with no visible support of
the levitating bill!  The two borrowed bills are now folded to show they have contained
no secret appliance used to accomplish this eye-popping illusion and returned to
their owners. The performer’s hands are seen to be completely empty!

        $49.50

Buma’s
Spectral Levitation

Everything is BORROWED—a handkerchief,
silk or napkin.  Everything can be
examined—before or after.  Instantly
repeatable anywhere.  Totally impromptu.
Excellent for table-hopping.  Carry it in your
pocket.

Performer borrows a silk/handkerchief/napkin and shows it to be innocent.  He
then places a coin, ring or other small object under the cover...it slowly starts to
rise up and up and up!  The item will rise up to 5 inches above the tabletop while
still under the cover.  The performer then proceeds to tap the risen item with a
pen, spoon, etc., proving the borrowed item is still in there.  Upon its return to the
tabletop, it is immediately uncovered, allowing for both the cover and the borrowed
object to be returned.

Comes complete with manuscript and photos showing entire routine
and secret.  PLUS—you receive the custom “handmade” gimmick made
by BUMA—innovative as only Buma can make them!

$45

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Lloyd Chambers—Thayer’s
Obedient Ball

A round, solid walnut ball that is approximately 3 inches
in diameter with a 7/8-inch round hole in the middle of
the ball is shown.  The performer takes one of the handles
and threads one end of the handle through the ball.

The ball then falls freely up and down the cord.  Performer
then asks questions of the ball... one stop for yes and
two stops for no.  The Obedient Ball then stops on
command in the middle of the cord. Impossible! This
can be repeated over and over.  When finished, the
performer can hold up the ball again to show absolutely
nothing inside the ball.  Self-working.  Ball can be

inspected.  This is the finest type of Obedient Ball made for
the magic world!

The Obedient Ball is made out of black walnut and turned
out of one piece of wood.  The cord is approximately 3 feet
long.  Each ball has its own beauty and is different.  Each ball
has 10 coats of high quality lacquer.  Each handle is turned
out of walnut.  Ball can be inspected.  SELF-WORKING!
Created by our own master craftsman, Louie Gaynor.

$165

Stevens Magic Exclusives!

William Tell
Card Frame

A beautiful walnut tray (built for us by our
master craftsman—Louie Gaynor) to
accommodate three playing cards is shown.
Any three cards can be used and they are just
normal cards out of any deck!

The cards are placed face down (these are not
marked cards).  The performer can leave the
room or turn their back as one of the cards
on the tray is picked up and looked at and
returned to the tray.  IMMEDIATELY, the
performer picks out the selected card!   The
effect is baffling and beyond conception.

No confederates! No marked cards! No electronics!  This is a clean
effect! Use your own cards.  You will marvel at its secrets.  Perfect impromptu,
close-up effect.

$65.00

mailto:Magic@StevensMagic.com
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Louie Gaynor Exclusive!

Locking Flap Slates
No Magnets

The most ingenious locking set of
slates for producing two sets of writing
ever invented!  The slates are
innocent-looking and can be handled
by spectators without fear of detection.
Writing appears on both sides of the
blank slates while being held by
spectator.

Spirit Writing At Its Best!  Lock flap slates have been hard to find for years, as
sometimes they appear only for a short time and then are gone!

Slates are handmade by Louie Gaynor for Stevens Magic Emporium
and have the complete look of innocence. They look as though school
children had used them.

Own a set now while you have a chance.  The “gaff” on these slates is incredible
for sure.  Erasable chalk board surfaces.  Each slate is made of solid oak with heavy
lacquer finish.  Strong glued and screwed mitered corners for many years of use!
Each slates measures 10 x 8 inches.  Comes complete with chalk and carrying
bag for the slates.  The price is right for this miraculous effect!

These slates are of the highest quality—do not make the mistake of thinking they
are like what has previously been available in the magic market.

For more products by Louie Gaynor, exclusively available at Stevens Magic, go to
our website and search for: Louie Gaynor.

$150
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Louie Gaynor Exclusive!
Baker-Dunninger

Slate
Deluxe Version

This 10.5 x 7.5 inch slate board duplicates the
original Baker-Dunninger style chalk board slate
but with the modern convenience of a dry erase
surface. This allows for a simple wipe down
with a dry cloth and you are ready for the next
performance. Imagine no more chalk dust or
white smudges on your costume or props. The
black-on-white printing makes it much easier
to read even from a distance, allowing for a
larger audience. Weighs approximately 12
ounces—so it’s solid! This 7/8-inch wide by
3/8-inch thick solid oak frame has tenon and
grove joints at each rounded corner, which gives

maximum strength and durability, and adds an old
school-styling and charm to the trick. The wood is
then coated at least five times with a durable semi-
gloss lacquer.

Keeping with tradition, this slate has a space for four
sets of numbers and a space for the sum total of these
numbers. Five spaces in all. Just like the original, which
has been tried and tested for many generations and
dazzles the audience with your prediction prowess.
The back of the slate is also a dry erase surface—it
gives the magician a blank billboard on which to
display any symbol, logo or anything else they wish
to apply to it. Free advertising space, what a bargain.

Comes with dry erase marker, complete instructions on execution.

Stevens Magic’s own master craftsman, Louie Gaynor, has meticulously hand
crafted each board with special care given to each piece to assure a flawless
performance every time. Once you know the secret, all you need is an audience.
Then you, too, can astound the masses with your uncanny prediction abilities.

Sample Routine...Mentalist points to a large envelope that is sealed and has been
in the same position. He produces a dry erase slate and hands it to the first of three
spectators with a marker. He asks them to write in a random 4-digit number. Then the
magician hands it to two more participants who also write a random 4-digit number.
Finally the slate is handed to a fourth spectator, who adds the numbers and reveals the
sum (for example, 20,093). The mentalist then asks another member of the audience
to go up and grab the sealed envelope, open it and show it to the audience. Sure
enough upon doing so—the previously predicted number is a match—20,093!

$85
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Mental

High Notes
By Sidney Friedman

Stevens Magic is excited to have secured the exclusive
distribution for this anticipated tome, adding Sidney
Friedman to the long list of distinguished mentalist
working exclusively with Stevens Magic.  At the urging
over the years from many in the mentalist community,
Sidney Friedman will finally release his first and only
book, MENTAL HIGH NOTES, a limited-edition
book of 175 copies, No Digital Option.

The contents reveal some of the most coveted
material from his 26 years as a working mentalist…
And to answer your question—YES it will also
include the full inside scoop on how to do
“PROPLESS predictions.”

Here are some of the book’s contents:  Soothsaying
Secrets, Harmony plus, so much more!!  See website for
more details on this incredible, must-have book!

$149

Mind Wise
By Richard Mark

Mind Wise is a creative and entertaining Mind-Bending
Mentalism book from psychic entertainer and award
winner, Richard Mark. Richard is the author of Mind Warp,
Mind Work and coauthor of Maurice Fogel, In Search
of the Sensational. Marc Salem’s comments provide
enriching material to say the least. He has created 35
audience-tested methods, presentations and much more.

Imagine being able to... Influence and control audience
thoughts and actions proven with a statement written
before your performance and held by a volunteer. Mentally

receive and describe not just a word
from a book, but an entire paragraph —then give the book
away! Prove that an audience volunteer can mentally receive
an image that you have drawn and was never viewed by
them. Perform a chair test that is direct and easy to
accomplish but extraordinarily deceptive. Execute a direct
Q & A that will deceive and entertain your audience.

$65
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Well Worth The Read!

Kidshow Matters
By Jim Kleefeld

Kidshow Matters is for and about children’s
entertainers. With 38 chapters covering 340 pages, this
hefty volume contains 46 tricks and routines, 200
illustrations and dozens of thought-provoking essays on
such important topics as managing behavior, stages of
humor, creating incongruence, maintaining continuity,
using segues, transforming utility props, engaging
children and more. Kidshow Matters is a hardcover,
casebound edition with full color cover.

“Kidshow Matters is a book of wisdom, knowledge
and kindness. It is about the serious business of creating quality entertainment
for children, entertainment that inspires, encourages and delights. From making

a personal connection with your audience, to the social behaviors
of small children, to the use of comedy for little kids, to the

effective use (and misuse) of bits and business, to segues and
callbacks, to character development, all are discussed. Unlike
‘one more magic trick, one more pretty, shiny thing,’ this is
invaluable information that will serve a performer not for one
season but for an entire career.” --Max Howard

$55

Locked
By James Kleefeld

The ultimate examination of the Seven Keys To
Baldpate plot and the use of locks in mentalism
and magic. Locked is 360 pages of tricks,
routines, explanations, research and history of
lock effects. It contains details of 116 lock
products, descriptions of 107 published lock
routines, explanations of 26 gaffed and
gimmicked lock methods, 62 original never-

before-published routines, 120 photographs of lock
items and 85 original illustrations, including fully detailed

drawings of gaffed lock mechanisms. Locked was compiled and written by Jim
Kleefeld, with a little help from friends like Paul Daniels, Max Maven, Richard
Osterlind, Ray Carlisle, John Archer, Danny Archer, Ken Dyne, Dan
Harlan, Stephen Minch, Wayne Dobson, Mark Strivings, Tim Ellis, Mick
Hanzlik, Chris Manos and more. Locked is fully illustrated in hardcover with a
laminated full-color dust jacket.  Locked is the biggest, best book on mentalism
this year.  There are fully scripted routines that cover a variety of scenarios. It has
material suitable for stage, close-up, parlor, table-hopping, kidshows and strolling.

 $85
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James Solberg Exclusives!

Magic Square
Methods And Tricks

This book introduces two previously unknown methods
for constructing 4-by-4 magic squares. Once you learn
how, you can build such magic squares quickly, directly,
in real time without having anything memorized or hidden
in crib notes. The methods are easy to learn and to
perform, because you never have to add more than two
numbers at a time. In addition, they offer unprecedented
control over the outcome.

In addition to the usual tricks (any chosen sum, any
number in any cell), you can perform many magic square
tricks and stunts that would have been impractical without these new techniques.
You will also acquire a toolkit to design your own tricks, as well as tips to ensure a
maximum-impact presentation.

 $60

More Magic
Square

Methods And Tricks
This book, second of a pair,
contains entirely new methods,
tricks, puzzles and stunts involving
magic squares, along with a new
theory that explains them.

Although it builds on the previous book (sold below),
for the most part the material is self-contained. It
introduces three classes of magic squares that are easy
to construct, are surprisingly versatile, and produce
the best possible outcomes. For both 4-by-4 and 5-
by-5 squares, you can start from any freely chosen

number in any chosen cell and complete a magic square as fast as you can write the
numbers, using no mental mathematics beyond counting. In addition to simplifying
the construction of 4-by-4 squares, these new methods crack the code for 5-by-5
squares, making them practical for live performances.

Many new tricks are made possible by these methods, such as constructing either a
4-by-4 or 5-by-5 magic square that contains a freely chosen number in a freely
chosen cell while blindfolded, or creating a 5-by-5 square that contains up to 10
freely chosen numbers. There are ideas for reversible squares (like the one on the
cover) and non-numerical squares involving ESP cards and geometric shapes. For
those with deeper interests, the final section contains a complete theoretical treatment
of magic squares of order, five including formula covering every possible solution.

 $50
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